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Summary

Size: 2 items
Geographic Locations: New Orleans, Louisiana
Inclusive dates: ca. 1920, 1930
Summary: Photographic prints of a New Orleans Chinese family and church group.
Source: Gift, December 1977
Access: No restrictions
Copyright: Physical rights are retained by the Earl K. Long Library, University of New Orleans.
Citation: Doe Hom Collection, Earl K. Long Library, University of New Orleans

Container List

115-1 Photographic print of Hom family members on gallery of building at 4432/34 Magazine Street, New Orleans, La., ca. 1930. Identification information and copy negative and print housed with original.

115-2 Photographic print of Chinese and Caucasian men, probably a New Orleans Presbyterian Church group, ca. 1920. Identification information and copy negative and print housed with original.
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Chinese in New Orleans
Hom family
Hom, Doe